
Project: Beekeeping

Objective: Demonstrate effective hive management techniques with 
local families that have or are interested in keeping bees. Work towards 
helping them become bee keepers rather then simply bee havers.

Purpose: Diversification of income through the sale of honey and 
honey value-added products.

Result: Managed ten hives with a local contact during the term of my 
service to yield honey for family consumption.



Personal Experience with Beekeeping: 

Beekeeping is one of those rare Peace Corps activities as an agricultural volunteer that brings with it the 
promise of the “early (if not immediate) recognizable success”. The effort alone of donning all the gear 
and braving the swarm usually wins the hearts and minds of anyone around to see, so much so that the 
act of the hive revision itself is almost a bonus.

My experience working bees in my community started out strong and was enjoyable to me because it 
was an actively in which my presence was clearly an added value and one in which we could easily 
quantify our results - be it by witnessing the health of a hive or my the amount of honey harvested. 

Beekeeping, while not nearly as difficult as one would imagine - once one has the bees - does present 
some marginal costs. These are both monetary and psychological. The latter is easily overcome with 
proper equipment. The monetary costs though, as minimal as they are (veil, smoker, gloves, hive) proved 
to be a large deterrent in my community. Several people who owned hives - with working bees - avoided 
the cost of equipment altogether by simply taking all honey present at each time of harvest and never 
properly revising the hives - therefore not needing the gear necessary for regular, consistent work. 

In another case, one individual was able to procure a proper hive, but once the bees had been captured 
and established within it, he was unwilling to continue to make an investment in equipment and time to 
properly maintain the hive and instead opted to simply harvest all available honey at harvest time until 
the bees eventually absconded. 

Of the successful beekeeping that I took part in we were able to make some modest improvements to 
the condition of the owner’s hives as well as improve his equipment. Best practices were successfully 
shared and knowledge of them transfered. I would have liked to have been able to work towards greater 
income diversification with this individual through the proper bottling and selling of the honey or other 
honey-related products, however he was insistent upon being content simply using the honey for family 
consumption or bartering with friends.

(written October 2011 based on observations between March 2010 - October 2011)


